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Subj: Adoption of NCB(E)
Circulars is attached for the information of the all Army officers undergoing study at your institute / University, please
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CIRCULATION

All Army officers studying in this institute / University are required to direct their NCBs alongwith following documents to respective HQ for compulsory revision of their service bond. Otherwise their service will be terminated by 10 Jan 2015:-

a. Anx B to revised Al-1/2014 (Enrol Form).
b. Part-II Order regarding contracted cadre to pension based reg cadre.
c. Part-II Order regarding starting deduction of DSP Fund subs.
d. Part-II Order regarding changing of pay grd from Z-3 to Z-1.
e. Pay fixation proforma of Z-1 pay scale duly certified by concerned CMA.
f. Willing cert regarding merging into revised NCBs (E) sys.
g. Part-II order regarding completion of 2 wks trg.
h. Med fitness cert.
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